On coenzyme Q orientation in membranes: a linear dichroism study of ubiquinones in a model bilayer.
A general approach is developed to interpret linear dichroism (LD) spectra of ubiquinones (Qn) in host bilayers. Information is reported in terms of guest-host mutual orientation and localization. The overall orientational anisotropy of guest ubiquinone molecules is described by a basic set of limiting orientation/localization modes. Assignments of the UV transitions of the ubiquinone chromophore were obtained by the liquid crystal-linear dichroism technique and molecular orbital (CNDO/S) calculations. The LD spectra of Qn in the bilayers provided by the lyotropic nematic mesophase exhibited by water solutions of potassium laurate and decanol were interpreted on the basis of the above assignments. The resulting experimental evidence showed a multisite distribution in the host bilayer for the aromatic heads of all the investigated Qn derivatives except Q0. The orientational distribution suggested by the LD spectra fits the solubilization model recently proposed by G. Lenaz [J. Membrane Biol. (1988) 104:193-209] for ubiquinone in lipid membranes. Within this model Qn molecules are located in the midplane and their headgroups oscillate transversally across the membrane. Q0 instead has a single site location, close to the polar bilayer interface. Experimental evidence that the headgroup carbonyls tend to grasp the polar interface of the host bilayer was also obtained. Orientation and location distributions of Qn guest molecules are therefore likely to result from the tendency of their aromatic heads to grasp the polar heads of the host bilayer and from the concurrent tendency of their chains to settle into the hydrocarbon host interior.